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Galaxy Gaming's Largest-Ever Product
Expansion to be Presented at Global
Gaming Expo 2014
Las Vegas-Based Company Announces Major Presence, In-Depth
Presentations and Unique Access Opportunities for Investors at G2E

LAS VEGAS, Sept. 26, 2014 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Galaxy Gaming, Inc. (OTC:GLXZ),
the world's largest independent developer, manufacturer and distributor of casino table
games and enhanced systems, announced that it will roll out its new line of premium table
game products, as well as introduce a technological breakthrough that executives said
"could permanently change the industry for the better" at this year's Global Gaming Expo
("G2E"). G2E is the world gaming industry's largest annual gathering and is set to begin next
week in Las Vegas. To make room for all of the new products, the Company doubled the
size of its exhibit booth from last year, representing its largest-ever exhibition.

Galaxy confirmed that G2E would witness the debut of seven new premium casino table
games: Three Card Prime, Four Card Prime, Dueling for Dollars, Cajun Stud, Four Card
Stud, Take it or Leave it and Four Card Frenzy. In addition, the Company's top legacy games
will be featured as well: High Card Flush, World Poker Tour Heads-up Hold 'em, Emperor's
Challenge, Bust Bonus, 21+3 and Top 3.

The Company will also introduce to the world SpectrumVision, a new electronic security
device designed to detect illegally marked cards and other fraudulent schemes. One
prominent gaming regulatory agency has already used SpectrumVision's leading edge
technology to assist in the prosecution of a cheating suspect. It is anticipated that
SpectrumVision will be widely used not only by gaming regulators, but by casinos and poker
rooms worldwide as a tool to fight the increasing incidences of unlawful card marking, not
visible to the naked eye.

"Each of our products builds upon our capacity for creativity and our commitment to the
cutting edge," stated Dean Barnett, Sales Manager for Galaxy Gaming. "That is why we are
showcasing not only our award-winning table games, but are directing specific attention to
our technological contributions to the industry. For the first-time, we are rolling out our real-
time progressive systems on 13 different Galaxy products – a true game-changer," added
Mr. Barnett.  "The launch of SpectrumVision is not only a game-changer for Galaxy Gaming,
but it can transform game security for the future of the entire industry."

G2E will take place September 30 to October 2 at the Sands Expo & Convention Center in
Las Vegas. Galaxy Gaming will be located in Booth #4447.

About Galaxy Gaming



Headquartered in Las Vegas, Galaxy Gaming (www.galaxygaming.com) develops,
manufactures and distributes innovative proprietary table games, state-of-the-art electronic
wagering platforms and enhanced bonusing systems to land-based, riverboat, cruise ships
and online casinos worldwide. Through its iGaming partner, Games Marketing Ltd., Galaxy
Gaming licenses its proprietary table games to the online gaming industry. The Company is
also expanding its global presence through its partnership with WPT Enterprises, Inc., owner
of the World Poker Tour.
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